
GEELY STRATEGY

Geely announced its new energy strategy â€œGeely Intelligent Powerâ€• with promise to launch 30 new energy models
by Geely smart hybrid.

Daniel Li Donghui, who doubles as vice chairman of Geely Automobile and chief financial officer of Zhejiang
Geely, said the group "has not made any relevant decision so far. There are very good prospects for
cooperation with Daimler in such areas as digital technology, online services, new energy technology, and
shared travel. It can push customer not focu only on the price. Automobiles are an international industry, and
that calls for being more open and inclusive. At the meeting, both parties decided to start cooperation as soon
as possible in such areas as industrial connectivity and hyperloop train, a new, futuristic type of transport
which would operate via supersonic "near ground flight". Liu Zhenfei said at the Alibaba Investor Day that
AutoNavi has been focusing on developing HD map business in a bid to provide infrastructures for vehicle
intelligentization. Besides, the BMA platform could maximum the passenger room by optimizing the size of
powertrain, the location of suspension system, the height of seats and the layout of automobile parts, etc. The
company also should benefit as the strong season for auto sales in China begins around this time of the year.
On February 24, Geely Group Co. But the speed of market penetration for electric cars also depends on
supporting infrastructure and national policy support. Do not reproduce, copy and use the editorial content
without permission. Lynk plays a crucial role in upgrading Geely's brand image and competitiveness. Geely to
manufacture intelligent new energy commercial vehicles in Shangrao On Jan. CASIC had a discussion on June
8 about industrial cooperation and the commercialization of aerospace research achievements. Five new
Geely-brand models and one or two from Lynk will be released in the latter half of , and "that in itself" will
stimulate sales, An said. A driver can control its home facilities in vehicle by connecting great numbers of data
from home facilities with the vehicle's computing system. It seeks to actively shoulder corporate social
responsibilities, take on the most daunting technical challenges, and pursue best practices in business. Geely
expected the new company would help with the stable supply of key components in electric vehicles. The Jiaji
MPV measures 4,mm in length, 1,mm in width and 1,mm in height, with a wheelbase length of 2,mm. Geely
Auto had invested a total of RMB 1 billion in the development of new dealerships. Geely Binyue hits market
on Oct. We expect comprehensive breakthroughs in areas such as drive systems, [fuel] economy, and
intelligence. Faced as we are with a constant stream of disruptive technologies and ever-changing products, we
believe that more companies need to collaborate. During the visit, Geely Holding Group signed a strategic
cooperation framework agreement and a cooperation plan of targeted poverty alleviation with Shangrao
Municipal Government. The two sides collaborated in developing the CMA [compact modular architecture]
platform. Currently, Corun possesses  In the field of pure electric vehicles, the recently released Emgrand EV
has a globally leading range of KMs on a single charge and by , we will release several new pure electric
models capable of going over KMs. Photo by Kenji Kawase Though Lynk already has made a profit, the
venture has far to go by the end of the year to reach its annual target of , units. AN: Geely Holding Group is
determined to become a global technology group with an entrepreneurial spirit.


